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Abstract: In this paper, I emphasize that “mobile projection sets” are more comprehensive, and easier for young pupils to 

present and share notes, as compared to projectors or tablet devices within the active learning outdoor the classroom. Mobile 

projectors allow users to project digital imagery into physical space virtually anywhere and anytime.The process of 

evaluation are as follows: (1) Participants were explained that the task was to assess the selection of mobile projection 

system suitable for active learning outdoor the classroom. (2) A survey was implemented to evaluate, on each of 3 

equipment, the 4 criteria, namely “display enlargement”, “ease of sharing knowledge”, “user-friendliness”, and “ease of 

presenting notes”. (3) The results of the questionnaire were evaluated using the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) model.  

 

1.Introduction 

 In order that learners attain a deep level of comprehension, the importance of bringing out 

autonomous and cooperative learning (active learning) in learners within the educational fields has 

been pointed out [1] [2]. 

 The Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) defines active 

learning as “the overall framework of teaching and learning which encourages participation through 

proactive learning in learners, instead of one-sided lecture-style education by teachers”. This includes 

“learnings by discovery, problem solving, experience, and research.” [3]  

 On the other hand, it has been said that “From the perspective of the science of learning, the 

followings are achieved in active learning – (1) Children arrive at answers on their own. (2) Children 

think together as they communicate, and gradually change their own ideas. (3) Learning opens doors 

to new questions. The reason why active learning is necessary is that it is close to the natural way of 

learning for humans.”.  

 Going forward, active learning outdoor the classroom, which is enriched with natural ways of 

learning for humans, such as learning by discovery, problem solving, experience, and research, will 

likely provide one of the optimal environment for learning[4].  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.  Object of active learning outdoor the classroom. 

Mobile projectors allow users to project digital imagery 

into physical space virtually anywhere and anytime [5]. 

In our implementation, we evaluated the characteristics 

of active learning outdoor the classroom on 3 instruments, 

namely tablet devices, projectors, and “mobile projection 

sets “(LBIR TJ-LINK). “Mobile projection sets” shown in 

Fig 1 uses TOSHIBA SD with “TransferJet
TM

”, a 

technology which enables high velocity wireless transfer 

at near distances of photographs and videos captured on 

digital cameras, and with enlarged display instantaneously 

on televisions or electronic blackboards. 
 



 

3.  Methods of evaluation of active learning outdoor the classroom 

 The following shows the process of evaluation. (1) Participants were explained that the task was to 

assess the selection of mobile projection system suitable for active learning outdoor the classroom. (2) 

A survey was implemented to evaluate, on each of 3 equipment, the 4 criteria, namely “display 

enlargement”, “ease of sharing knowledge”, “user-friendliness”, and “ease of presenting notes”. (3) 

The results of the questionnaire were evaluated using the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) model. 

 
 Required features of mobile projection systems include ease of presenting notes of outdoor 

observation notes and lesson notes. This is followed by requirements that modes of operation should 

be user-friendly and easy to understand by teachers and students, ease of sharing files, and display 

enlargement. Based on those, we created a table of pairwise comparison for all 4 criteria as follows: 

namely “display enlargement”, “ease of sharing knowledge”, “user-friendliness” and "ease of 

presenting notes". 

 



 
 The pairwise score of 5 for “user-friendliness” vs “display enlargement” indicates that 

“user-friendliness” is regarded as more important than “display enlargement”. As a result, the 

reversed pairwise score for “display enlargement” vs “user-friendliness” becomes 1/5. 

 

 

4.  Case studies of active learning outdoor the classroom 

4.1  Case study 1 

 As a practical session on active learning outdoor the classroom, 3
rd

 and 4
th

 grade primary school 

pupils had an opportunity to observe seasonal plants and animals. They took photos and documented 

their findings, and compiled notes after returning to their science classrooms. Examples are as 

follows: [6]  

 

(1) Spring – Ladybugs lay eggs   (2) End of summer      (3) End of winter 

                   – Dragonflies arrive         – Red plums blossom 

   
 

6th graders observing cross-sections of stems to look for water paths. Photos were taken on real 

microscopes. 

When reviewing within groups, tablet devices may be effective, but within the entire class, enlarged 

projections are more efficient. 



  
Photos taken can be forwarded to computers immediately via “mobile projection sets”. Simply by 

bringing the camera near the receiver of “mobile projection sets” enables the latest pictures or videos 

to be read in.  

 
Presentation using enlarged projection on television in classrooms or monitors in science 

laboratories. Everyone’s observations and records can be shared easily and rapidly. [7]  

  
 

4.2  Case study 2 

Case study 2 was an outdoor nature experience education program, which was a practical example 

of active learning outdoor the classroom using mobile projection set. 



 
 

 

It was taken from an example from the 3rd grade science unit entitled “Let’s investigate nature”. 

Children searching for diving beetles discovered huge wriggling worms which were even beyond the 

knowledge of adults, and were basking in unexpected joy (learning by discovery). Fig 2 showed the 

images of children starting to investigate by themselves (learning by research). 

 

 

5.  Research findings 

5.1   Case study 1 

The results of a survey on case study 1 performed on 11 samples, including students of the 

education department in Ibaraki University and teachers of nearby school were compile as follows. 

The question was “Imagine implementing an active learning outdoor the classroom on the theme 

‘plants overcoming winter’.”.  

  In the survey, a question on whether it was easy to enlarge display was posed with regards to 

“Questions on display enlargement in outdoor cooperative learnings and group activities”. 

The answers provided for case study 1 were given in the following 5 levels - [1] Very easy (5 pts), [2] 

Moderately easy (4 pts), [3] Hard to say (3 pts), [4] Moderately difficult (2 pts), [5] Very difficult (1 

pt).  

  Fig 3 showed the results of survey on display enlargement. Here, tablet devices were found to be 

very easy by 5 people, followed by mobile projection sets by 4 people. Table 2 showed the pairwise 

comparison table on display enlargement for all 3 types of equipment reflected in the Fig 3.    

Fig 2    Practical examples of active learning outdoor the classroom  



 

Fig 3 Results of display enlargement (case study 1) 

 

 Similarly, the evaluation using AHP reflects the following questionnaire results Fig4 to fig6, create a 

pair comparison tables for three models to be evaluated geometric means and normalize values. 

 

Fig 4 Ease of sharing knowledge  Fig 5 User-friendliness    Fig 6 Ease of presenting notes 

 

5.2    Case study 2 

The results of a survey on case study 2 performed on a group of 20 people including teachers in a 
primary school in Gunma prefecture, with “TransferJet

TM
” SD attached onto their cameras in the 

experiment.  

 



 
 
 

Table 3 showed the pairwise comparison table on display enlargement for all 3 types of equipment 
reflected in the Fig 7. 

Similarly, the evaluation using AHP reflects the following questionnaire results Fig8 to fig10, and 
creates a pair comparison tables for three models to be evaluated geometric means and normalize 
values. 

 

Fig 8 Ease of sharing knowledge  Fig 9 User-friendliness   Fig 10 Ease of presenting notes 

Contrary to expectations, “display enlargement” and “ease of sharing” were deemed “very good” 
for “mobile projection sets”, as compared with projectors and tablet devices.  

 

5.3    Overall evaluation results 

Fig 11 shows the overall AHP evaluation by 11 teachers in the example in case study 1 that the 

“mobile projection sets” exceeds even standalone tablet devices in terms of user-friendliness and ease 

of presenting notes for pupils. 

Furthermore, Fig 12 shows the overall AHP evaluation in the empirical experiment in case study 2, 

the mobile projection set scored better in all 4 evaluation criteria to projectors and tablet devices. This 

was in contrast with the overall evaluation in case study 1 where only the demonstrations were 

shown. 

Fig 7    Results of display enlargement (case study 2)  
 

 



  

Fig 11 Overall evaluation results (case study 1)   Fig 12 Overall evaluation results (case study 2) 

 

 

6.  Conclusion 

 In active learning outdoor the classroom, one requires equipment which is superior in 4 features, 

namely “ease of presenting notes”, “user-friendliness”, “ease of sharing knowledge”, and “display 

enlargement”.  

In the AHP evaluation, “mobile projection sets” was found to be superior to projectors and tablet 

devices in terms of “user-friendliness” and “ease of presenting notes”. Tablet devices were better at 

“display enlargement” and “ease of sharing knowledge”, and can be used together with “mobile 

projection sets” as PCs, to be used as powerful outdoor activity learning tools.  

 

“Mobile projection sets” is compatible with digital cameras and PCs which are common in any 

schools, and is reasonably priced at less than $500. It is feasible to be utilized by children sharing 

outdoor investigation notes and lesson notes as part of active learning going forward. 
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